'IRAQ,
have had little effect on British policy. Although agreeing to the
progressive restatement of its relations with 'Iraq, the British
Government diminished no whit of its insistence that its advice,
through the High Commissioner and the British officials, be
taken; that its assistance, as outlined in the Treaty and the
Agreements, be employed; and that its will as the mandatory
Power be the ultimate authority.
If the formal relinquishment,  October,   1932,  by Great
Britain of her right to control the affairs of 'Iraq except in
accordance with the Treaty and Agreements still in force,
marked another stage in 'Iraq's political existence, the work of
development has not been completed.   In the continued re-
organization of finances, in the perfection of the Judicial system,
in the raising of education standards, and in the extension of
agriculture, irrigation and means of communication still lie
much to be done. Hopeful signs of governmental action would
seem to appear in the current version of the frequently altered
Five Year Capital Works Plan with its provision for irrigation
projects, roads, bridges,  130 schools and numerous health
centres,1  in the proposed Health Campaign,2  and in the
recently created Agricultural Bank,3 and in  the many new
proposals laid before the Chamber by the new Government.
'Iraq's  recent  treaty  of friendship  with  Sa'udi  Arabia,
April sand, 1936,* and her amiable relations with Turkey seem
to point to the removal of these two external dangers* Within
the country still lie the problems of the creation of a social
class of citizens, now beginning to appear, capable and willing
to assume political duties from a sense of public duty and not of
personal aggrandizement, the evolution of a free Press motivated
by public spirit rather than by individual or party grievances,
the assurance of free elections, and the elimination of sectarian
and sectional animosities which will eradicate the antipathies
between tribesmen and townsmen, will bring the Shf Is into
1 G.B. andE^ April 9th, aard, 1936,
* JYJS?,, and /., August 8th, 22nd, 1035'
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